Using a Ys Critical Path

— builds a FUTURE of your choosing
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Strategies tend to follow Murphy’s Law,
“Anything that can go wrong will go
wrong.” Fortunately, when following a
Critical Path your Options are Obvious.
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graphic form of what
Biz Schools call “MBO” (Management by Objectives), Naval
Operations call “Navigation”,
and what Construction/Manufacturing Industries use to
build anything. (A stationary
form may be called an assembly line.)

A Ys-Critical Path is a

Planning/Execution Tool
that creates a Collaborative
Workflow pattern by sequencing
requisite Tangible Achievements
called Stepping Stones and their
Timeframe on a Timeline that
leads to stated Goal supporting
Milestones (aka: Objectives) that
testify to intended/measurable >
Progress/Achievement/Accomplishment toward stated Goals
You can engage the “Law of
Probability” via Cost Benefit
Analysis, Opportunity Cost,
Googling previous efforts
toward similar Goals or perceived
change in Societal/Business
Environments that makes your
Goal attainment more likely.

A Critical Path is the

a Ys

The Ys-Way to Delineate your Strategy and reach
your Target as efficiently and cost-effectively as posible.
(When filling out the stepping stones on your Critical Path > use Pencil.)
STARTS HERE
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A Ys Critical Path should-be proceeded/
supported by Research/Resource explorations that develop contributing Knowledge (What
do I have to know?), Capabilities (What do I have
to be able to Do? > How-well?) and is Certification
of Competencies available (3rd Party confirmation
of your Skill Sets). Plus: the immediate Options and
Opportunities and availability of requisite resources
(Time > Money > Access).
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A Critical Path is the

Last-Step before launching a
Productive Endeavor. The First-Step:
Is the Endeavor worth the requisite
commitment given our > Place > Time >
Resources considering the Risk:Reward
Factor? Yes, anything is possible; however, the more important consideration
> is-it > Probable? You do not want to
end up going on a Fool’s Errand.

TOOLS: 5 Whys = Define/Delineate • Waigaya = Find Solution • MBO = Initiate Solution
Building 21st Century Top-Tier Employment Perspectives and Intellectual Skill Sets that earn Certification.
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Successful
& Satisfying
Endeavor

“By failing to
Prepare, you are
preparing to fail.”
Ben Franklin

